
Tablebooker – Privacy Policy 

 

PRIVACY POLICY 
HOW DO YOU HANDLE MY DATA? 

 

Landal GreenParks and the various restaurants at Landal parks use the Tablebooker reservation system 

for processing reservations online. You can find more information below about how we handle your data. 

Landal GreenParks, Tablebooker cvba and the affiliated restaurants place the greatest importance on 

protecting your privacy and personal data. Your data is processed in accordance with the applicable 

legislation.  

In order to book an available table in the Restaurant, we need to collect the following identity data: 

surname, first name, address, house number, postal code, town/city, telephone or mobile number and 

email address. 

We use this personal data first and foremost to enable the web application to function and for processing 

your reservation. Your reservation is not valid without this data. We may also use your personal data to 

send you newsletters informing you about the operation of Tablebooker, new products or services in the 

Restaurants, important notices related to the web application or Restaurant and suchlike. Furthermore, 

your data may be used, for instance, to ask you for your opinion, and in connection with reviews. Personal 

data will not be stored for any longer than necessary. 

Under the legislation, you have the right, among other things, to inspect your personal data and to 

partially or fully add to it or to improve it. To do this, please contact Tablebooker cvba using the contact 

details below. 

When you visit the Restaurant website, in particular the booking page that belongs to Tablebooker cvba, 

certain data is collected for statistical purposes. This following data is collected: IP address (anonymised 

using ‘Google Analytics IP Anonymizing’), probable location of consultation, time and day of consultation 

and the pages that were visited. When you visit the website of Tablebooker cvba, in particular the 

booking page that belongs to Tablebooker cvba, you give your approval to the collection of this data 

intended for statistical purposes as described above. 

The following cookies are active: 

Tablebooker 

Required for the functioning of the website. This cookie stores things such as your chosen 

language, set location, log-in details, IP address, search data entered, reservations made and 

browser configuration. 

Google Analytics 

Google Analytics collects anonymous visitor statistics. For more information, 

visit http://www.google.com/policies/privacy/ 

 

http://www.google.com/policies/privacy/


Facebook 

If you choose to log in using Facebook, then Facebook will also create several cookies. For more 

information, visit https://www.facebook.com/help/115180708570932 

Session cookies are also used on this website, which fall beyond the scope of the express consent 

requirement of the ePrivacy guideline (technical cookies). 

 

This privacy policy may be amended at any time. For this reason, we recommend that you regularly check 

the privacy policy. 

 

Tablebooker CVBA, LOZENBERG 11, 1932 ZAVENTEM, BELGIUM VAT number: BE 0849 393 861. 

email: info@tablebooker.be   

You can find more information about each Restaurant on the booking page of the respective 

restaurant. For further information about Landal GreenParks, please visit www.landal.com.  
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